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"Supreme Soul root?" 

 

Ye Tianzheng frowned, he vaguely guessed some. 

 

During the five years in ghost prison with his wife Jiang Peirong, he learned something more or less from 

his wife. 

 

Jiang Peirong is the spirit root against the heaven in China, which will cause such a big fluctuation. 

 

And he's fan Gen. 

 

And it's been tested. 

 

It can even be called waste roots. 

 

In the eyes of those in the martial arts circles of China, Jiang Peirong is not worthy at all. 

 

The Jiang family blocked it. 

 

But with the development of the past six months, he found that he was not so ordinary. 

 

His child Ye Chen's strength is so terrible, just five years, training to the present level. 

 

The power of breaking the ghost prison is terrifying. 



 

If he is really Fangen, how could he have such a rebellious child with Jiang Peirong? 

 

From the man's words in front of him, his so-called soul root is absolutely different. 

 

Even can say is extremely important existence! 

 

What's more, there is always a force in his body to protect himself. 

 

Even in the virtual blood League of Kunlun, those people have no choice. 

 

Finally, coupled with the constant interrogation of the group in front of him, he seemed to discover a 

huge secret. 

 

About life experience. 

 

Kunlun xuye family? 

 

Is this the secret that the old man has been guarding? 

 

The old man is not at home all the time. He has no job, but he has nothing to worry about. 

 

Is this the Kunlun family? 

 

But why did the old man go to China? 

 

What is this hiding from? 

 



While ye Tianzheng was thinking, ye Hongbin continued: "Ye Tianzheng, would you like to go back to 

Ye's home with me?" 

 

"As long as you go back to Ye's house, this blood alliance can't bind you! Not only that, you can get 

everything you want 

 

His tone was quick! 

 

Can't wait! 

 

In recent years, ye Hongbin's biggest regret is to be expelled from the Ye family! 

 

If there is Ye Tianzheng, it is a great chance! 

 

He provides the Supreme Soul root for the Ye family, and the Ye family will certainly bring him into it. 

 

The credit is over the sky! 

 

Blood League elder heard Ye Hongbin's words, his face changed a little. 

 

They did not expect Ye Hongbin to take ye Tianzheng away in front of them! 

 

This is in the blood League! 

 

One of the blood alliance elders stood up and said, "master ye, you are so No, ye Tianzheng is a member 

of our blood League. " 

 

Ye Tianzheng's eyes are tiny, always fanatical! 

 

He didn't even look at the elder of the blood League, and said, "I know." 



 

"The status of blood League in Kunlun Xu is OK, but you should be clear that blood alliance can not be on 

the stage!" 

 

"What's more, do you think the blood alliance is qualified to shake the Ye family of the ancient times?" 

 

"Even your allies are not qualified to touch them!" 

 

"You can think of it as a threat, but that's my attitude." 

 

"By the way, don't you want to know the secret of Ye Tianzheng, which is the Supreme Soul root! I can 

tell you exactly that the Supreme Soul root is different from the ordinary rare spirit root. It is the top 

spirit root in the whole Kunlun void! " 

 

Hearing the cold words, the eyes of the elders of the blood league are permeated with a trace of chill. 

 

Ye Tianzheng, they can't hand it over! 

 

Even if Kunlun Xu Ye's family is strong again, it is in the past! 

 

What's more, only a few of them know what happened here! 

 

If ye Hongbin has an accident, how can the Ye family know that ye Tianzheng is the Supreme Soul root! 

 

A gold robed elder of blood alliance stepped out with his hands behind him: "Ye Hongbin, don't go too 

far!" 

 

"Even if ye Tianzheng is really from the xuye family of Kunlun, what will happen?" 

 

"Even if he is the Supreme Soul root!" 



 

"If you dare to take him away, we can only let you fall here forever!" 

 

Kill and release! It's all over the house! 

 

The cold killing machine just touched Ye Tianzheng, and his body was born with a barrier to protect him! 

 

But ye Hongbin's hand is to sacrifice a sword, the blade points directly at the gold robed blood alliance 

elder! 

 

"How dare you kill me? The clan behind me knows that if I step into this place, if I don't go back for three 

days, can you afford this price? " 

 

Ye Hongbin is unscrupulous! 

 

He must take ye Tianzheng away today! 

 

Don't believe him! 

 

That's the rule! 

 

For a moment, indignation is dignified to the extreme! 

 

One side of Ye Tianzheng's expression is a little strange, feeling himself or a hot goods? 

 

Suddenly, his eyes shrunk, as if he felt something. 

 

this feeling is as like as two peas when they entered the ghost prison."This boy will not enter Kunlun 

void, right? It should be impossible. It seems that I haven't had a good rest recently." 

 



Just as ye Tianzheng was talking to himself, a cold light flashed by, and ye Hongbin's sword was held in 

the hand of the gold robed elder! 

 

Later, several people behind the golden robe elder offered weapons one after another, pointing directly 

at Ye Hongbin. 

 

"Ye Hongbin, please find out your identity. Why did we let you come here?" 

 

"Ye Tian is the person of our blood alliance, and the existence that the alliance leader pays attention to. 

If you dare to take it away, I'm sorry, you will have to fall here forever." 

 

The golden robe elder and even the powerful blood alliance behind him will be released. 

 

Endless pressure makes Ye Hongbin's face slightly changed. 

 

He wanted to break free, but found his sword as if it had been welded! 

 

It suddenly occurred to him that the golden robed old man who had not spoken outside was not 

ordinary. 

 

After hesitating for a few seconds, ye Hongbin said: "since you are determined to stop it, this matter will 

be put on hold for the time being. Today I will go to the xuye family of Kunlun and ask them to come to 

your blood alliance to ask for help!" 

 

With that, he took out his loose sword and went outside. 

 

But I didn't walk a few steps, but I was touched by a cold line on my back! 

 

His feet are stiff! 

 



He could feel that there was a cold sword behind him, and his skin had been broken. As long as he tried 

hard, he would die. 

 

"What are you doing! Are you going to kill people? " 

 

The gold robed old man sneered: "how can our blood League move you? It's just that you know too 

many things. Anyway, there's nothing wrong with our blood alliance. After ye Tianzheng's secret is clear, 

we will let you go." 

 

"Now, please cooperate, read Ye Tianzheng's memory, and search out the things our blood League is 

interested in from his memory. It's good for you, or for our blood League. " 

 

Ye Hongbin knew that if he started to do it by force, he would die! The only way is to follow the advice 

of the golden robed elder! 

 

"It's not that I don't want to move Ye Tianzheng. As you saw just now, that power is also attacking me." 

 

"I can't compete with my strength now." 

 

This is the truth. 

 

The gold robed elder took up the sword in his hand and said seriously, "although the power has dealt 

with you, it is obvious that you have stopped it a little bit. Otherwise, you can't still stand. Other 

members of our blood League touched Ye Tianzheng, and some of them even turned into blood fog on 

the spot." 
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"Your strength is not enough, no problem. We will give you a strength. With the strength of several of 

us, ye Tianzheng's existence in his body can be cracked naturally." 

 



In front of him, ye Hongyi sighs. 

 

Point out, touch Ye Tianzheng's eyebrows. 

 

The gold robed elder and other elders were not idle, and Dantian's true spirit was surging, and then he 

slapped Ye Hongbin on the back. 

 

Endless Qi all surging away! 

 

Ye Hongbin's momentum is also rising! 

 

The golden light of his fingers penetrated into Ye Tianzheng's mind. 

 

One picture after another! 

 

Pictures from Jiangcheng, China! 

 

This time, although the power is in the block, but it is directly broken by the power of several people! 

 

A section of memory penetrated into Ye Hongbin's mind. 

 

On and off. 

 

He saw a teenager vaguely. 

 

His name is Ye Chen. 

 

Jiangcheng people, ye Tianzheng's son. 

 



In Jiangcheng, the circle has become a waste, and countless people laugh at it. 

 

Ye Tianzheng comforted the boy, but it was no use. 

 

Until they received an invitation from Yunhu villa. 

 

Yunhu villa. 

 

Ye Tianzheng and Jiang Peirong want to correct the name of Ye Chen, but they don't expect that Lin 

Juelong appears and the family dies miserably. 

 

Kill the door. 

 

Then ye Tianzheng and his wife came back to life and entered the ghost prison. 

 

Numerous interrogations. 

 

Just for the secret behind Ye Tianzheng. 

 

The screen flashes. 

 

Ye Hongbin saw an old man. The old man called Ye Tianzheng to his study. He took out a black stone and 

carefully handed it to Ye Tianzheng. 

 

"Tianzheng, this stone is a birthday gift I left for ye Chen. If one day I have an accident, I will give it to Ye 

Chen in the third year after the accident." 

 

"Remember, don't make a mistake!" 

 

"You can't afford it! I bet all my bets on Ye Chen. If I lose, the consequences will be unimaginable! " 



 

This is the end of the picture. 

 

Ye Hongbin frowns slightly. What is the black stone? Why is Ye Tianzheng's father so cautious? 

 

He wanted to continue to trace back, but found that ye Tianzheng's neck and face were blue veins, very 

uncomfortable! 

 

This kind of technique is a kind of destruction to Ye Tianzheng! 

 

Ye Tianzheng wants to struggle. Although he has a special blood, he doesn't practice and is suppressed 

by so many powerful people. How can he resist! 

 

The corners of Ye Tianzheng's mouth gradually overflowed with blood. 

 

That power is suppressed by so many powerful people! 

 

He can only resist by his own body now! 

 

How can you not get hurt! 

 

Ye Hongbin took a look at Ye Tianzheng, but his eyes became indifferent. 

 

Although the guy in front of him can help him enter the Kunlun xuye family, it doesn't matter. 

 

He found the secret more important! 

 

Kunlun xuye family has been silent for thousands of years. Why did he suddenly go to China decades 

ago! 

 



Combined with Ye Tianzheng's partial memory, it is obviously for the old man's ashes! 

 

Kunlun xuye family put the old man's ashes and Lingpai in the ancestral hall of Kunlun xuye family, which 

shows that the old man's identity is not ordinary! 

 

And the black stone that he explained many times must be the biggest secret! 

 

This black stone is on a young man named Ye Chen! 

 

Everything is clear! 

 

Ye Tianzheng can't bear it any more. The blood in his mouth is constantly spitting out! 

 

And ye Hongbin is still madly plundering! 

 

Seeing ye Tianzheng on the verge of death, a black robe figure suddenly appears! 

 

It's Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen naturally saw what this group of people did to their father at the first time! 

 

At this moment, the anger in my heart burns completely! 

 

If he waited another day, or a few minutes later, he and his father would be separated by Yin and Yang! 

 

The key is that he saw the skill of this group of people at the first time! 

 

Plunder memory! 

 



This may only cause slight damage to practitioners! 

 

But father is a common man! 

 

What did he do wrong! 

 

Grass! 

 

Ye Chen can't help it any longer, and the soul sword is directly sacrificed! 

 

Arm Qi flow, zhenhun sword directly shot out like a javelin! 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

There was a sharp sound of breaking the sky in the air. The soul sword crossed the sky like a meteorite! 

 

With a roar of strength! 

 

This scene, let the temperature in the air rise a lot! 

 

All members of the blood League, even ye Hongbin, have found it! 

 

They turned their heads fiercely. When they saw the zhenhun sword breaking through the sky, they 

didn't care about everything and let go of their hands! 

 

One of them is too late!Directly pierced by the soul sword! 

 

Blood blast! 

 



Zhenhun sword doesn't stop! 

 

Again to Ye Hongbin! 

 

Ye Hongbin ignored everything and forcibly interrupted the plundering memory! Back up! 

 

But! It's still late! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

One sword cut off half of his arm! 

 

The powerful air wave lifted his body directly! 

 

"Ding!" With a sound, the soul sword and the body of the blood alliance were nailed on the wall of the 

dungeon! 

 

Like the judgment of the devil! 

 

A strong sense of desolation calmed the whole world. 

 

Rolling dust swept, blood gradually stained the earth. 

 

Just a sword! Kill one! Cut an arm! 

 

Then ye Chen, regardless of everything, rushed towards Ye Tianzheng! 

 

Hold it! 

 



"Dad! I'm sorry! I'm late! " 

 

Ye Tianzheng saw Ye Chen in a trance, and his painful face showed a smile of relief. 

 

"Chen..." 

 

He wanted to reach out, but he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

 

Suffering to the extreme, consciousness gradually dissipated! 

 

Ye Chen forcibly suppresses the anger in the heart and takes out the bottle of refined Taigu Xushi Dan 

from the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

Taigu Xushi pill has great effect on spirits and injuries! 

 

And father this time is hurt spirit! 

 

Even if Taigu Xushi Dan is very precious, he still poured out two pills and fed them to his father! 

 

The pill entrance, ye Tianzheng's originally pale face was eased a bit. 

 

When ye Hongbin and the elder of gold robe saw this scene, their eyes were blazing! 

 

"Taigu Xushi pill! The jade bottle is filled with Taigu Xushi pills! Complete Taigu Xushi Dan 

 

Someone suddenly exclaimed! 

 

This is Taigu Xushi pill! 

 



In ancient times, they are valuable existence! 

 

In modern times, more terrible! 

 

Coagulate spirit, steady cultivation, cure hundred injuries! It can be called holy Dan! 

 

The only recent appearance is that ye Shitian got it at the auction of Yibao Pavilion. 

 

But the auction of Taigu Xushi pills is incomplete pills, there is no value! 

 

No one can refine it. 

 

But now, they found that the young man in black was holding this precious pill! 

 

Can they not be crazy! 

 

"You are ye Chen! Huaxia yechen! How dare you break into the blood League dungeon 

 

Someone exclaimed again! 

 

Just now ye Chen's father can guess his identity! 

 

The key is that they don't believe that a Chinese boy dares to enter Kunlun Xu! Dare to break into the 

blood League! 

 

How did he get in? 

 

Ye Chen doesn't pay attention to it, and takes out several silver needles. A trace of aura condenses on 

the silver needles, and the silver needles fall one after another! 



 

Dense, trembling! 

 

Now father's condition is very dangerous, he must at all costs to stabilize his father! 
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The father's spirit almost broke up, and his body almost collapsed. 

 

If there is no Taigu Xushi Dan, the consequences are unimaginable! 

 

Now he lacks a lot of medicinal materials, and the only thing he can do is to stabilize his father. 

 

Ye Hongbin stares at the jade bottle in Ye Chen's hand, and takes a look at the gold robe elder: "you 

should know the value of Taigu Xushi pill. How to divide this thing?" 

 

The golden robe elder waved his sleeve: "whoever gets it belongs to whom, how?" 

 

"Good!" 

 

Ye Hongbin step out, just want to start, the rest of the blood League elders is already toward Ye Chen! 

 

"Bold Ye Chen, dare to break into the land of blood alliance, then we will take you down and offer it to 

the leader of the alliance!" 

 

Language down, a few voices crazy roll from! 

 

The breath of these people is at least above the Holy Land! 



 

Extremely murderous! 

 

It is said that ye Chen is the invincible God of war, but they want to experience it! 

 

But the real reason is to want to get the jade bottle in Ye Chen's hand the first time! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes slightly squint, feel the killing, but not move like a mountain, put his father not far away, 

unhurriedly condense an array, protect his father from any scars. 

 

After all this, ye Chen turns around. 

 

A cold sword had been stabbed at his arm. 

 

"Today, none of you want to leave. Everyone. " 

 

The voice of indifference rings out! 

 

Ye Chen raised his head! 

 

The eyes are almost bloodthirsty and crazy! 

 

Like a hellish beast! 

 

The man who took out the sword was also shocked. 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen moved! 

 

With five fingers open, I directly grasped the long sword coming from high speed! 



 

Then step on it! 

 

There are endless thunder and lightning on my body! 

 

Berserk! 

 

"Go away!" 

 

With a roar, ye Chen's palm seems to be holding a thunder ball in his hand and explodes! 

 

"Click!" One sound! 

 

The sword broke in two! 

 

Ye Chen holds the broken sword, Cang Long's phantom body is determined to surge, and the right arm 

smashes out fiercely! 

 

The strong man of the blood League was completely confused, and could only chop towards Ye Chen 

with one hand! 

 

I thought Ye Chen would dodge! 

 

But did not expect, ye Chen hard shouldered down! 

 

Don't move like a mountain! 

 

And then! The broken sword tore the air and was smashed into each other's heart by Ye Chen! 

 



Heart burst on the spot! 

 

And then a fierce pull! Blood hole spreading! 

 

The man's body was torn! 

 

"The first one." 

 

It's like a voice from hell! 

 

This scene, completely awed everyone! 

 

The blood alliance's people kill the way to respect, but have never seen such cruel and crazy behavior! 

 

"Hiss -" 

 

the old man in gold robe and ye Hongbin even felt a little cool on the back! 

 

This is Ye Chen, the God of war in China? 

 

Madman! 

 

A complete madman! 

 

Ye Chen didn't stop at all, just like a war. He was whirling with violent thunder and lightning all over his 

body, shuttling among those strong blood alliance! 

 

Blood and flesh separation! 

 



Broken arm! 

 

Blood! 

 

"Sixth!" 

 

Ye Chen's black robe has been soaked in blood, directly pulled off! 

 

And the mask on his face was covered with blood. 

 

It's shocking. 

 

His bloody eyes looked at the remaining two. 

 

Ye Hongbin! Blood Alliance Gold robe elder! 

 

The strength of these two people is probably in the holy kingdom! 

 

The breath of gold robed old man is more dangerous! 

 

But ye Chen has no fear! 

 

He stares at them, just like a blood wolf staring at its prey. 

 

This look makes them a little scared! 

 

"You shouldn't have touched my father, really not." 

 

"I came to kunlunxu from Huaxia for the sake of my father." 



 

"Now that my father is hurt like this, I'll give you a choice." 

 

"Kneel down, then destroy the elixir field and cut off the head, otherwise I will let you feel what is hell 

like torture." 

 

Ye Chen's voice is very flat. 

 

With the blood on his body, but let the blood League dungeon become gloomy and terrifying! 

 

Ye Hongbin is clear now! 

 

He realized that ye Chen's accomplishments were extraordinary! Even if it is very strong and can fight 

beyond the level, the explosive force will enter the Holy Land! 

 

What's to be afraid of him! 

 

He stares at the jade bottle in Ye Chen's pocket and steps out. 

 

"Boy, don't say, I'm really scared by your momentum. I'll give you a good way to die if you hand over 

Taigu Xushi pills." 

 

"Besides, you've broken half of my arm, and you have to pay for it!"Language down, ye Hongbin's hand 

has appeared a sword. 

 

The circulation of aura is extraordinary everywhere. 

 

Ye Chen smiles. 

 

His bloody hand reached into his pocket and took out the jade bottle: "do you want this 



 

Ye Hongbin did not expect Ye Chen to cooperate so much. He nodded fiercely: "hand over Taigu Xushi 

Dan!" 

 

Ye Chen throws the jade bottle gently and stably in the corner. 

 

"It's there. You can get it if you can." 

 

"Of course, you have to take it!" 

 

Ye Hongbin snorted coldly and went to the jade bottle regardless of everything. However, he had not 

taken a few steps, and a figure full of blood blocked him in front of him! 

 

"Little beast, get out of here!" 

 

Ye Hongbin swept out with a sword! 

 

Even if half an arm is broken, kill Ye Chen, enough! 

 

At the same time, his body is like a star falling down, towards Ye Chen! 

 

Too fast! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are full of madness. 

 

The feeling of bloodthirsty made his blood boil. 

 

He likes the feeling! 

 



The blood dragon in the body keeps roaring, ready to explode at any time! 

 

"It was you who plundered my father's memory and hurt my father recklessly. You know something you 

shouldn't know, so you should die!" 

 

Words fall, wrist a shake, sword straight! 

 

A sword comes out and shakes the earth. 

 

The whole blood League dungeon, completely dark! 

 

The two swords collide! 

 

A huge wave came into being! 

 

The thunder and lightning of the talisman is also flashing! 

 

Push! Push! 

 

With one sword, ye Hongbin stepped back five steps! 

 

Ye Chen is the same! 

 

But ye Hongbin's face is scared to the extreme! 

 

He couldn't believe that this sword was made by a boy of extraordinary realm! 

 

This power is no different from the early days of the kingdom! 

 



Kunlun empty, cross-border operations, very common! 

 

But across two realms! Extremely rare! 

 

What the hell is Ye Chen! 

 

Is Is it all because of the black stone! 

 

Before he reacts, ye Chen rushes out like a cheetah! 

 

Thunder and lightning all over the body! 

 

Blood dragon power blessing! 

 

Release the talisman! 

 

He dare not have any reservation! 

 

What we want is crazy killing! 

 

Kill the soul sword directly! 

 

Like a huge mountain, ye Hongbin no longer dare to despise, all the true Qi of Dantian condenses on a 

sword! 

 

"Hongsha sword! Cut 

 

This sword, full of extremely strong aura, fell madly! 

 



That bloodthirsty arc, as if can swallow everything! 

 

"If you can make me sacrifice this sword, you are worthy of death!" 

 

As soon as the words are said, the two crushing forces are like a huge mountain collision! 

 

Strong anti shock force sweeping! Flashing red! 

 

Ye Hongbin vomited a mouthful of blood on the spot! 

 

All the viscera are shaking! 

 

And ye Chen is also not good, the arm is almost paralyzed! 

 

Not only that, but two swords flew out directly! 

 

It's on the wall! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't care to wipe off the blood stains on the corners of his mouth! 

 

"The killing is just beginning." 
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Ye Hongbin can't control the rhythm of Ye Chen! 

 

The key opponent is too messy! 

 



Like a madman! 

 

It's better to hurt yourself than to hit the enemy hard! 

 

What the hell is that! 

 

There is no Kunlun Xu at all! 

 

Even the body refiner will not be like this! 

 

If you want to die, why do you want to pull him up! 

 

Damn it! 

 

He just wanted to swallow a pill and adjust his breath, but! Ye Chen appears again! 

 

Release! 

 

Like the devil from hell! 

 

"Burn the sky palm!" 

 

Without hesitation, ye Chen burst out with one hand! 

 

A sense of endless heat came! 

 

Ye Chen's hand is suddenly gushing out the flame virtual shadow! 

 

Between the waves, the light flashes, the wind roars, the flames roar! 



 

A red virtual palm was so blasted out! 

 

Energy ripples, like waves, burst out. 

 

This palm seems to tear the space and bring out a red sky. 

 

The roar was deafening, as if the whole earth were breaking apart. 

 

The most overbearing! 

 

Stepping into the transcendental realm, ye Chen is more and more proficient in the martial arts of those 

great powers! 

 

The power of release is becoming more and more powerful! 

 

This palm, ye Hongbin simply can't react, plus the injury, can only choose to carry down! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Fire virtual palm directly touched his body. 

 

The clothes are burning out! 

 

His body also flew out on the spot, and then hit heavily on the wall of blood League dungeon! 

 

The wall was smashed on the spot! 

 

"Poof!" 



 

He can't help it any more, a mouthful of blood spurted out on the spot! 

 

The whole body's bones seem to be broken! 

 

Who could have thought that a strong man in the holy kingdom would be so embarrassed by a 

supernatural realm! 

 

It's so fucked up! 

 

Ye Hongbin wakes up and just wants to stand up, but he dares to feel a mountain trend sweeping over! 

 

The breath made him miserable! 

 

Black shadow cover! 

 

The devil appeared again! 

 

This is a heavy blow to Ye Hongbin! 

 

Can't you breathe! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 

He did not care about everything, forced out a drop of blood essence, blood essence burning! 

 

Then a strange Rune appeared in his hand. The rune was shining black! 

 

It's palpitating. 



 

That's what he left to save his life! 

 

Never used! 

 

There is no choice now! 

 

The stroke of this rune is enough to repel Ye Chen! 

 

It can only be repulsion! 

 

The drop of blood essence turns into a sharp arrow, penetrates the rune, and the black light explodes! 

Attached to the sharp arrow, towards Ye Chen's chest! 

 

In fact, it is like a wild beast! 

 

Ye Hongbin breathed out a breath. He thought he was relaxed, but he didn't expect a startling roar in his 

ear! 

 

"Blood dragon! Come out 

 

This voice comes from ye Chen! 

 

The next second, ye Chen's body rushed out of a blood dragon! 

 

The blood dragon is huge, and its breath is terrible! The sound of dragon chanting is like thunder! 

 

As soon as the blood dragon comes out, the shadow of the wild and fierce beast is completely 

shattered! 

 



Power alone is enough to destroy! 

 

There is no enemy at all! 

 

Ye Hongbin opened his eyes. He didn't think there was a dragon in Ye Chen's body! 

 

What's more, the killing intention of the blood dragon is even stronger! 

 

It's like killing! 

 

Before he could react, the blood dragon was diving down! 

 

Boom! 

 

Blood dragon directly hit Ye Hongbin's body! 

 

Heaven and earth are covered with brilliance. 

 

A series of air waves, turned into substance, spewed out in all directions. 

 

The dust splashed up and a huge pit formed! 

 

Ye Hongbin spat out blood! 

 

Death package! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Ye Hongbin from a commanding position, and said, "feimayi shakes the tree. It's 

beyond one's power." 

 



"Today, I will let you enjoy the supreme torture!" 

 

"Sword 

 

Zhenhun sword flies directly to Ye Chen's palm! 

 

No hesitation! 

 

With a sword! 

 

Sword will directly cut off Ye Hongbin's other arm! 

 

Ye Hongbin roared, his voice was extremely painful! 

 

He stares at Ye Chen! 

 

"Ye Chen, you and I are all from the xuye family of Kunlun! Why do you want to kill your countrymen! 

"Hearing this, ye Chen laughed. 

 

"Compatriots? You deserve it! Don't say that you are from the xuye family of Kunlun. Even if you are the 

head of the xuye family in Kunlun, ye Chenzhao will not be wrong! " 

 

The next second, ye Chen's Dragon Sword directly pierced down! 

 

Ye Hongbin's elixir field is broken directly! 

 

Innumerable aura overflows, completely destroyed! 

 

He was in agony! 



 

But I can't help it! 

 

"Ye Chen, I, ye Hongbin, as a ghost, will not let go of you 

 

The sound of roar shakes the whole blood League dungeon! 

 

"You want to be a ghost? You have broken my father's spirit. Today, I will let you die! " 

 

Hearing this, ye Hongbin took a cold breath, his eyes were full of panic! 

 

Soul out of God, this madman! Even the spirit is not let go! 

 

"Don't I can give you anything! " 

 

But it's too late, ye Chen's fingers constantly pinched! 

 

Thunder light twines in ten fingers! 

 

A huge Rune suddenly appeared! 

 

The cold wind howls, the world distorts. 

 

"Puff 

 

The impact of terror once again let Ye Hongbin spit out a mouthful of blood. 

 

Pale! 

 



"Down!" 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one congeals, the rune in the hand is directly photographed by him! 

 

Fall in Ye Hongbin's body! 

 

Rune rippling open, ye Hongbin's eyes instantly empty! 

 

The spirit was torn on the spot! 

 

Pain, pain! 

 

And then the body exploded! 

 

Body and spirit, all dissipated! 

 

Only zhenhun sword stands on the pit stained with blood. 

 

Ye Chen gasps violently, then thinks of what, that cold Mou shoots toward a direction! 

 

The last one! 

 

Gold robed elder of blood League! 

 

"Pa Pa Pa Pa Pa!" 

 

Facing Ye Chen's eyes, the golden robe elder suddenly clapped his hands. 

 



He looked at the youth under the shadow of the blood dragon, and the horror of his eyes gradually 

turned into interest. 

 

"Ye Chen, you surprised me." 

 

"Your strength, blood war hall hundred people fall, not unjust." 

 

"To tell you the truth, I never thought that Huaxia should be able to walk out of the same rebellious 

characters as you." 

 

"It's a pity that even though you're gifted, you've come where you shouldn't be." 

 

"You remind me of a man, ye Shitian, the devil of Kunlun Xu." 

 

"If you are given enough time, maybe you can become the same existence as ye Shitian." 

 

"Unfortunately, there will be no more." 

 

The gold robed old man slowly walked towards Ye Chen. 

 

The reason why he didn't do it all the time was to take advantage of the money! 

 

Now ye Chen's body is extremely weak. I'm afraid the elixir of the elixir field is also deficient. What kind 

of war should we take? 

 

"Boy, do you think you can do something else?" 

 

"I kill you like a chicken!" 

 

Ye Chen raised his head, moved his neck for a while, and said faintly, "is it?" 



 

"If you see my sword, you will take it back." 

 

Sword? 

 

The gold robed elder was stunned and looked at the soul sword in the deep pit. 

 

This sword level is not bad, but it is not a treasure in front of him! 

 

What's the fear? 

 

He just wanted to talk, ye Chen's indifferent voice sounded again: "sorry, not that sword, but this one!" 

 

"Cut the dragon and ask the sky sword, come out!" 
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The golden robe elder frowned when he heard Ye Chen's words. 

 

And a sword? 

 

Where did you get the sword? 

 

Not yet waiting for him to react! 

 

There is a gap in the air in front of me! 

 

Then, as if a red light shuttle from! 



 

The moment the red light appears, he seems to be locked! 

 

As if a pair of cold eyes staring at him in the dark! 

 

The red light is getting closer and closer! 

 

The gold robe elder's expression completely changed! 

 

He saw a simple and simple sword with endless pressure! 

 

Absolutely extraordinary! 

 

He never thought that the feeling of gaze came from a sword! 

 

How could it be! 

 

How can a sword make him feel this way! 

 

No! 

 

He suddenly felt familiar with this sword! 

 

But I can't tell you! 

 

"Cut the dragon, ask the sky sword, kill!" 

 

A flash of anger in his eyes. 

 



He and Jianlong asked the sky sword heart to mind one, because the sword was made by his own hand, 

but also came from the bloody battle all the way in China. 

 

After everything, the broken sword was reborn, and the immortal Lord gave him a new life with the 

supreme power of casting sword! 

 

This is Ye Chen's new life! 

 

Suddenly, ye Chen's endless killing spirit swept away! 

 

Integrated in the sword of cutting dragon and asking heaven. 

 

He never regarded the sword of cutting dragon and asking heaven as a weapon! But a companion! 

 

Many times, ye Chen doesn't even have to use his hand to suppress everything by chopping the dragon 

sword! 

 

This is the power of sword spirit! 

 

The sword became more and more fierce, and the surrounding completely lost its luster. 

 

The spirit of heaven and earth gathered wildly. 

 

The wind is dancing! 

 

The old man in golden robe is aware of the danger. He even feels that the sword is far more dangerous 

than ye Chen! 

 

Is sword better than man? 

 



No way! 

 

The boy's strength is weaker than the sword. How can he control it so easily! 

 

He didn't care about everything. He sacrificed his sword! 

 

This sword is called blood moon sword! 

 

One sword cuts the blood moon, one sword swallows the world! 

 

This sword is his personal sword for many years! 

 

I don't know how many people he killed! 

 

But the bright light of the moon and the sky sword has just appeared! 

 

As if to cover all the brilliance completely. 

 

At this moment, this sword is the sun and the moon! It's the stars! 

 

He can cut the dragon! 

 

Step on the sky! 

 

Countless sword lights burst out, one or a hundred, simply countless! 

 

Every sword light is the essence. 

 

Endless fury, as if turned into a killing sickle, towards the blood moon sword swallowed away! 



 

The golden robe elder's blood moon sword itself has the sword spirit, but at this moment, it broke free 

of the arm of the golden robe old man! 

 

Run away in one direction! 

 

The old man in golden robe is completely confused! 

 

Blood moon sword, who fought with him, retreated? 

 

Don't even mean to resist? 

 

It's a shame, too! 

 

Even if the blood moon sword escapes, the sky sword will not give him a chance! 

 

The sword spirit is vertical and horizontal, chase and go! 

 

The breath of terror is enough to suffocate people. 

 

"PATA!" At last, the blood moon sword did not escape and turned into a pile of fragments! 

 

Then, without a trace of stay, he went to the golden robe elder! 

 

At this moment, the gold robed elder was beheaded by the dragon and asked the sky sword, which 

completely disrupted his array and could only resist in confusion! 

 

The light of sword covers! 

 



The gold robed elder clapped it out with one hand, and did not dare to be careless. The power of the 

holy King's realm came out! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Two waves of air overflowed in all directions, and the ground seemed to be in ruins! 

 

The sword flew out and landed in the palm of Ye Chen's hand, shaking gently. 

 

Violent spirit, not reduce, but increase! 

 

But the gold robe elder actually stepped back five steps! 

 

Qi and blood are surging up. It's hard! 

 

He steadies his body and stares at the dragon in Ye Chen's hand and asks the sky sword! 

 

"The breath of this sword doesn't look like Kunlun. Who refined it! Where are you from! " 

 

"It seems that ye Chen has a lot of secrets about you!" 

 

"But these secrets, after today, are all mine!" 

 

The old man in gold robe is not ready to use weapons any more. With five fingers in one hand, a group 

of flame suddenly becomes! 

 

The appearance of the flame, but let Ye Chen feel suffocation and cold. 

 

It's not like a flame, it's more like a piece of ice. 



 

"What kind of fire is this?" 

 

Ye Chen feels something wrong.No longer think about it, turn it into a shadow in place and plunder 

towards the golden robe elder crazily! 

 

At the same time, cut the dragon and ask the sky sword directly! 

 

The powerful sword will tear the air in front of you, and the surrounding cages will be shattered directly! 

 

Visible power! 

 

Not only that, the blood dragon came down from the sky and got into the sword of cutting dragon and 

asking heaven! 

 

At the same time, the thunder and lightning of this life talisman also entered the sword of beheading 

the dragon! 

 

This sword is enough to suppress everything! 

 

Although there are some accidents in the eyes of the golden robed old man, the sense of the accident is 

fleeting! 

 

He gave a cold smile: "beyond our ability!" 

 

The finger pinches to decide, that flame moment toward Ye Chen and cut dragon ask sky sword to cover 

and go! 

 

Different fire burning, burning the world! 

 



The sword light of the sky sword is expanding thousands of feet, and the blood dragon and thunder and 

lightning are pouring out, but they are still not as powerful as the fire! 

 

The whole blood League dungeon seems to be involved in a huge furnace. 

 

The next second, ye Chen found that his connection with the sky sword was cut off by a force! 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

Before ye Chen slows down, the endless flame turns into a giant beast and comes running! 

 

Every step, the ground is shaking madly! 

 

Ye Chen's face changed slightly. He took a look at the dragon and asked the sky sword. I don't know why, 

the body of the sword is constantly shuttling in the fire! 

 

Try to break it! 

 

But even if a flame is cut, a new flame will grow around it! 

 

Endless! 

 

Seeing the flame beast coming towards him, ye Chen can only exert the power of his life talisman to the 

extreme! 

 

"Thunder falls!" 

 

A flash of cold light, such as the nine gods of thunder, hit and fall. 

 

This is the thunder robbery in Ye Chen's life talisman! 



 

Thunder and lightning all over the sky, pulling out a virtual shadow, people's eyes, even can't keep up 

with. 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Two forces collided together, ye Chen was hit to fly out on the spot! 

 

Spit out a mouthful of blood! 

 

The power of the thunder robbery could not resist the flame! 

 

At the moment of landing, ye Chen clapped his hand on the ground, barely holding his figure. 

 

The body is very uncomfortable. 

 

The old man in golden robe was very satisfied with the state in front of him. He enjoyed the pleasure of 

crushing. He laughed darkly: "little beast, can you feel despair? I am the beginning of your despair 

 

"You may as well tell you that this flame was acquired by accident many years ago. It is rare in the world. 

Don't say it's you. It's useless even if you are a strong person who returns to the void state!" 

 

"The fire is still crushing!" 

 

"No, I'm not! Today I cremate you myself, just to save some unnecessary means! " 

 

Language down, the flame rises and goes, into a long dragon, again toward Ye Chen devour and go! 

 

Ye Chen Mou son dignified, looked at the father in the distance, he bit teeth! 

 



Just want to rush towards the flame, reincarnation cemetery suddenly sounded a voice! 

 

"Apprentice, this flame is not ordinary. Its living environment is extremely bad. In extremely cold places, 

it has been nurtured for thousands of years! Kunlun virtual people call it the holy fire! If the attribute is 

strong, a flame is enough to destroy a mountain and river! " 
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The eyes of Ye Chen are more dignified! 

 

He never imagined that the old man in the golden robe had mastered the flame! 

 

Now, dragon cutting asked that the sword was trapped, it is difficult to get rid of it! 

 

Without the Dragon cut, he asked the sky sword, and ye Chen seemed to lose his left arm and right arm! 

 

He asked Duan Lei Ren quickly, "master, since you know the flame, there must be a way to deal with it! 

Please also ask the master to hand it! " 

 

Duanlei Ren touched his beard, and his eyes showed a playful taste: "you don't think too complicated 

about things, but though the flame is strong, it is not worth it to let me take the hand." 

 

"Besides, you have the ability to deal with the fire." 

 

Ye Chen was a little confused. What did you want to say, duanlei Ren went on saying, "my dear, you can 

remember that there is a flame on the immortal Lord, named the fire that can not be extinguished?" 

 

Hear the fire, ye Chen suddenly! 

 



When duanlei Ren first saw the immortal Lord in the cemetery of reincarnation, duanlei Ren once 

mentioned the fire that could not be extinguished. It is said that the fire was taken out from the deep 

magma of a holy mountain and was refined by 10000 fires for seventy-nine days. There were countless 

powerful people who watched it, but finally died in the hands of the fire. 

 

Even thousands of top-ranking powerful people encircled one of the masters who could not be 

destroyed, but he put out the sea of fire, and thousands of people died! tragic beyond compare in this 

human world! 

 

"But master, the God of the immortal Lord has disappeared, and I have no fire. What should I do?" 

 

Ye chendao. 

 

Duanlei Ren's mouth showed a mysterious smile. 

 

"You're wrong. Although the immortal lord left for a while, he actually left one thing for you long ago. " 

 

"The fire of the fire that is not extinguished." 

 

"In your brow." 

 

"The fire that never extinguished at the beginning devoured the fire and formed completely, never 

annihilated, extremely strong! This time, you control it! " 

 

"My dear, feel the flame in your eyebrows, devour the old man's flame, which is too good for the fire 

that will not be extinguished and you!" 

 

The sound disappeared. 

 

Ye Chen returns to reality, he looks at the devouring flame, eyes closed! 

 



All strength is gathered on the eyebrow! 

 

Next second, a flame came out of his eyebrows and suspended in front of him. 

 

Ye Chen thought how strong, but found just a smile of fire! 

 

This fire is too small to fight the power of elder Jin Pao? 

 

On the leaf Chen doubt, the fire that does not extinguish, as if to detect what, suddenly enlarge! 

 

Instantly into a huge network, is endless extension! 

 

Countless forces are gathering at this moment. 

 

The huge net formed by the flame is hard to swallow the raging flame! 

 

At this moment, the smile of elder Jin Pao was stiff completely! 

 

"Here How is that possible? My flame! Little beast, you give me the fire! " 

 

He roared toward Ye Chen! 

 

All the time, the flame is his greatest dependence! But at this moment, he could not imagine that the 

flame was swallowed up by the hard! 

 

His connection with the flame is completely erased! 

 

He has a heartache! 

 



Before the golden robe old people to respond, cut dragon asked the sky sword and fly back to the hand 

of Ye Chen! 

 

"Kill me!" 

 

A roar, ye Chen has appeared in front of the old man of golden robe! 

 

The sword front falls, the Dragon roars! The flaming beast roared. 

 

"Boom!" 

 

The flame on which the golden robe is the most important thing to survive is really deprived! It is also 

the power of each other to kill yourself! 

 

Elder Jin Pao hates to spit out a breath of blood! 

 

This blow, like the flood, falls, under a sword, thousands of energy towards the old people in gold robes. 

 

The mountains and rivers capsized. 

 

The old man in golden robe saw this scene, and what he could do was to gather a block together! 

 

Otherwise, the flame and sword will turn the whole square into hell in an instant. 

 

Fire erupts, as fireworks bloom. 

 

The sword is flying, as if the sword array is open. 

 

The roar of beast, the roar of dragon, the roar of the river The sound was shaking. 



 

"Huh!" 

 

This hit fell, the old man of golden robe's array shield was completely broken! 

 

And the old man of golden robe also spits out a mouthful of blood! 

 

It's far from over! 

 

He reached out to stop the sword, but he couldn't stop it! 

 

Touch with your arms! 

 

Broken arm! Blood mist! 

 

The Dragon asked the sword to fall on his body without any hindrance. 

 

A deep blood mark! 

 

The old man in golden robe opened his eyes. He just wanted to say something, but his body turned into 

two parts on the spot. 

 

His eyes are ferocious from beginning to end, as if he saw something terrible! 

 

After all this, ye Chen asked the sky sword with the chopping dragon in his hand, and he put it on the 

ground and held it hard.His body aches unbearably! 

 

The first battle here almost consumed him. 

 



He took out a few pills and took them. As soon as he swallowed them, the flames around him seemed to 

be conscious. They went directly along his feet, climbed up his body, and even got into the center of his 

eyebrows. 

 

Everything returned to calm as if it had never happened. 

 

Ye Chen reluctantly comes to Ye Tian, but his father still doesn't wake up. 

 

Ye Chen stretched out a hand, put it on his shoulder, and then step by step toward the outside. 

 

"Dad, I'll take you away." 

 

"When I wake you up, I'll take mom in!" 

 

"Today, if anyone dares to stop him, even God, I will personally pull him down from the altar." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes twinkle with unprecedented firmness. 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, wanjianzong. 

 

The atmosphere was dignified. 

 

In the hall, on both sides of the hall stand a hundred wanjianzong disciples! 

 

A spirit sword behind each disciple! 

 

Great strength! 



 

And the top of the hall is the master of wanjianzong, the elder and the Dharma protector! 

 

These people's breath in Kunlun void is enough to produce a huge threat! 

 

You should know that although wanjianzong is not the top level sect of Kunlun, it is also a large number! 

 

Don't underestimate it! 

 

At the moment, everyone's eyes are now focused on an old man! 

 

Shen Shixi! 

 

When Shen Shixi was on his way, something happened and he was injured. It was only a few days late. 

 

At the moment, his eyes twinkled with excitement and blood. 

 

The leader of wanjianzong looked down at Shen Shixi and said, "elder Shen, what is it that you ring the 

Xuan bell of zongmen today?" 

 

"What's more, it seems that you haven't come back to the sect for a long time. Do you even want to 

forget about wanjianzong?" 

 

There was a chill in the master's voice. 

 

Shen Shixi's eyes were indifferent and stepped out one step: "Lord, all these are not important. I come 

back for one thing this time! Extremely urgent! Please lead all the disciples to start at once 

 

Start now? 

 



"Where to? What's the emergency you're talking about! Say it Although unhappy, the master of 

wanjianzong is still Tao. 

 

The next second, Shen Shixi throws a heavy bomb! 

 

"I have seen your master! The master is in Kunlun 

 

The leader of wanjianzong frowned: "how can I have any master?" 

 

As soon as the words were said, he seemed to notice something and suddenly stood up! 

 

His voice trembled and he continued, "the master you said is that one!" 
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Shen Shixi took out a jade pendant directly, and his body was full of strong breath. He continued: "this 

time, I met the person who explained this in China. Seeing this jade is like seeing the master! Do you 

remember it 

 

"Where is the man who explained it! what's his name? Say it The leader of wanjianzong came to Shen 

Shixi step by step, and he grasped Shen Shixi's hand and said excitedly. 

 

"This son is named Ye Chen! In terms of seniority, he is the Supreme Master of all the people of our 

wanjianzong! " 

 

Then, Shen Shixi took out a rune, forced out a drop of blood essence, closed his eyes and felt slightly. 

 

This is Ye Chen to him, can be aware of and ye Chen's present position. 

 



Convenient convergence. 

 

All of a sudden, Shen Shixi's face changed greatly, his eyes opened and he exclaimed: "no! The master is 

in danger 

 

The master of wanjianzong shrunk his eyes and said in a cold voice, "Shen Shixi, speak clearly! What 

danger! Where is the master now? " 

 

When Chen Tianli came here, the shadow still shrouded in wanjianzong. 

 

The apprentice of such a powerful man, his identity is even better than his master. No matter what, he 

must not have an accident in Kunlun! 

 

Even with the fate of the whole wanjianzong to resist! 

 

Shen Shixi no longer hesitated, and quickly said to the patriarch, "I've just used the secret method to 

perceive that the master is in the place of Kunlun's virtual blood alliance!" 

 

"The key master's breath is a little weak. He may have been hurt!" 

 

Master Wan Jianzong's face sank completely when he heard this sentence! 

 

Although wanjianzong doesn't want to provoke the blood alliance! 

 

But this matter involves the master, can't help him! 

 

He opened his fingers and a green sword flew directly into his hand. 

 

Aura explodes! 

 



The next second, he gazed at all the people of wanjianzong: "listen to the order of wanjianzong, the 

Dharma protectors of the clan, elders and disciples prepare weapons, and go to the blood alliance 

immediately!" 

 

"In the whole world, no one can touch our master!" 

 

"Yes, Lord!" 

 

A startling voice rang through the sky. 

 

Countless figures quickly swept towards one direction! 

 

The gate of wanjianzong, which has not been closed for a long time, is closed for the first time! 

 

A mighty team is heading for the land of blood alliance. 

 

A hundred people! 

 

There was a long sword behind everyone. 

 

The opportunity to kill was awe inspiring. 

 

With the sword as their religion, they still have to kill a way of blood with the sword behind them today! 

 

…… 

 

Kunlun deficiency. 

 

Ji Jia. 



 

Ji Siqing paced back and forth in the yard. 

 

Look worried. 

 

No matter how strong she is, no matter how talented she is, there are some things that can't be 

countered at all. 

 

She can be called the bright road in Wudao, which is admired and admired by countless people. 

 

But before the real life and death, there is no ability to resist. 

 

Although the family doctor temporarily stabilized her father's problem, she found that her father's death 

continued to spread over the past few days, and the consequences would only become more and more 

serious. 

 

If ye Shitian can't be found again, or Ji Lin can't bring back Lin Qingxuan's disciples, his father will be very 

dangerous. 

 

However, ye Shitian has never been moved since he appeared in Zuixian Tower last time. 

 

As if the world evaporated. 

 

She used all the strength of Ji family to find ye Shitian. After a few days, there was no result at all! 

 

Her fists clenched slightly, an invisible air wave spread out, and cracks appeared on the ground! 

 

It was the first time that she felt powerless! 

 

All of a sudden, a Ji family servant came in and said, "Miss Lin is back!" 



 

"She came back with Lin Qingxuan's descendants!" 

 

Hearing this sentence, Ji Siqing's eyes were surprised. Did Ji Lin succeed? 

 

Is it the function of the golden elixir? 

 

No more thought, she turned into a shadow, just like the breeze blowing! 

 

Instantly appeared in the Jijia hall! 

 

At the moment, Ji Lin and Lin Ruhai also walked in quickly! 

 

When Ji Lin saw Ji Siqing, he rushed over, and his small body jumped directly onto Ji Siqing's body, and 

even buried his head on Ji Siqing's softness. 

 

Very comfortable. 

 

"Sister, I've been out for so many days, and I've lost a lot of weight. However, I've brought people back. 

Praise me." 

 

Ji Lin is waiting for praise. 

 

A smile appeared on Ji Siqing's sad face. He put Ji Lin down and touched her head, then his eyes fell on 

Lin Ruhai. 

 

She thought that Ji Lin should be a miracle doctor like qingxuanfeng, but she didn't expect to bring back 

Lin Ruhai directly! 

 

Lin Ruhai's position in qingxuanfeng is lower than one person and above ten thousand people. 



 

The key person has such great ability, why did he appear here with Ji Lin? 

 

A golden elixir can't be bought!Lin Ruhai also stepped out, arched his body, and said, "Miss Ji, I've heard 

a lot about you." 

 

Ji Si counted and nodded, and said seriously, "master Lin has been working hard. I have to thank you for 

my father's affairs. Otherwise, I will take the wind and wash the dust for him first, and then..." 

 

Before he had finished speaking, Lin Ruhai said, "no, no, no, take me directly to see your father. But Mr. 

Ye gave me an order. It is the key to cure your father." 

 

Mr. Ye? 

 

Ji Si has a beautiful eyebrow. 

 

On Qingxuan mountain, there seems to be only one ancestor who has a higher status than Lin Ruhai. 

 

What's more, the surname of all the people in Qingxuan mountain is Lin. how can a Mr. Ye suddenly 

appear? 

 

However, his father's safety is more important than everything else. Ji Siqing made a gesture and went 

to the depth of Ji's family. 

 

"Master Lin, please follow me." 

 

…… 

 

Not long, Ji Siqing, Ji Lin and even Lin Ruhai came to a bedroom. 

 



On the bed in the bedroom lay a middle-aged man, dying. 

 

Lin Ruhai glanced at the master of Ji's family and his eyes shrank: "your father's injury seems to be It 

seems to have been hurt by a top player. " 

 

"If it wasn't for some strength that blocked your father's body, it would have turned into blood mist." 

 

"And the other side's strength is some special, Kunlun Xu is very rare." 

 

Hearing Lin Ruhai's words, Ji Siqing's cold eyes flashed a trace of Murder: "master Lin, do you know who 

did it?" 

 

Lin Ruhai shook his head: "this matter still needs to wait for your father to wake up. Besides, your 

father's situation is very complicated. I may not be able to succeed. I can only try for the time being. You 

go out first. " 

 

Jisi counts and nods. She naturally knows that Lin Ruhai wants to use some secret arts and directly pulls 

Jilin to the garden. 

 

A pavilion in the middle of the garden. 

 

Ji Lin pulled out a handful of potato chips, just about to open it to eat, and suddenly thought of 

something. He took out the golden elixir and threw it to Ji Siqing: "sister, this thing can't be used." 

 

Ji Siqing holds the golden elixir in his hand, and his eyes are full of doubts! 

 

Is this pill useless? Why did Lin Ruhai come in person? 

 

She has heard of Lin Ruhai's temper. Once many strong men went to ask for help, but the other side 

ignored them and was extremely proud. 

 



But what the hell is it now? 

 

The prestige of her Ji family is not strong enough to make people like Lin Ruhai condescend! 

 

Ji Lin saw Ji Siqing's doubts, outlined his mouth and said with a smile, "sister, guess who I saw this time?" 
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Ji Siqing shook his head: "say, what happened these days." 

 

"Nothing should be missed." 

 

Jilin ate a mouthful of chips, and felt that her sister was too confused with the amorous feelings. She 

shriveled and said, "you don't care about the Huaxia kid?" 

 

Hearing this, Ji Siqing suddenly shrunk: "you said is not ye Chen?" 

 

"Of course!" Ji Lin hit a ring finger, smile, "Ye Chen came to Kunlun empty! And if there is no leaf Chen 

this time, I don't think I will be able to return! " 

 

Ji Lin's astonishing words make jisiqing's face slightly change. 

 

She can't really associate Ye Chen with Jilin. 

 

Even if two people meet, ye Chen's strength in Kunlun virtual also can not be on the table, and how to 

save Ji Lin? 

 



Jilin had long wanted to say everything, and went on saying, "sister, I saw him last time as an air dynamic 

environment. This time I saw him, it was a Wonderland! This breakthrough speed, I doubt this boy must 

have a strange encounter! " 

 

"This is not the most important. This boy has somehow mastered the array! Array attainments can be 

called evil! Even the array genius white exhibition yuan can not resist! " 

 

"What!" 

 

Jisiqing's face was shocked. 

 

Ye Chen is the root of all, which is an indisputable fact. 

 

The whole Kunlun virtual clan knows. 

 

In a reasonable way, such people want to practice, and they will never be able to cross the realm of 

divine travel for a lifetime. 

 

But I didn't expect Ye Chen to do it. 

 

This is not the most important, ye Chen even master the array, even in the mouth of Ji Lin also use the 

word evil to describe? 

 

Ji Lin, as her sister, has seen many array talents, and naturally will not randomly use the word evil. 

 

The key also involves white exhibition yuan! Kunlun virtual mouth is a variety of legends with white 

exhibition yuan! 

 

These three words are also synonymous with array talent! 

 

In this way, ye Chen's accomplishments in array are absolutely appalling. 



 

Jisiqing's chest is rolling, and he grabs Jilin's hand: "from the beginning of your departure, nothing is too 

small! I'll all know. " 

 

Jilin felt the pain in his arm, put down the chips and said all the things that happened in the past few 

days. 

 

From Bai Zhanyuan to Ye Chen, then to Ye kill the sky secretly, kill Bai Zhanyuan and that great energy, 

and then to qingxuanfeng. 

 

But Ji Lin learned a lot from ye Chen mouth, and ye Chen didn't say much about the specific things. 

 

Until now, why Lin Ruhai so respects Ye Chen is still a doubt. 

 

Jisiqing's beautiful eyebrows have been frowning and not relaxed. 

 

Her eyes were only surprised. 

 

Wanwan did not expect to leave the leaves of half a year, unexpectedly so strong return. 

 

She had helped Ye Chen countless times, and she didn't expect to return at all. 

 

Now, she found that the appearance of Ye Chen directly broke the dilemma of Ji family. 

 

It is beyond the imagination and has to be admitted. 

 

Ye Chen saved Ji Jia. 

 

"What kind of adventure did this guy really get in the half year?" 

 



"Unfortunately, he is only staying in the realm of divine tour. His starting point is too late. Even if there is 

qingxuanfeng and medical God gate behind him, it is difficult to have a certain discourse power in 

Kunlun." 

 

"Kunlun virtual is the respect of martial arts after all, the medical God gate has completely declined, and 

there is no strong force to protect. It is difficult for ye Chen to gain fame in Kunlun virtual." 

 

"Unless one day, ye Chen, like that leaf killing the sky, made a great event to shake Kunlun emptiness, so 

that he could participate in the formulation of the Kunlun virtual rules." 

 

Ji Lin saw what jisiqing whispered, and said, "sister, why do you say that ye kill the sky to save me and ye 

Chen?" 

 

"Is it because he wants to get close to you with me? If ye Chen and ye kill the sky stand in front of you at 

the same time, who will you choose 

 

Jisiqing ignored, and went to the side of the temple: "Xiaolin, only you children will make choices." 

 

"How to compare the Shenyou state in Ye Chen district with the leaf killing the sky that may step into 

the state of returning to the void? But today, my family owes ye chentian a great deal of human feelings. 

" 

 

"If I really want to choose, I will choose Ye Chen. Even if he was root, I always felt that he had something 

special Once this thing blooms, the consequences are unthinkable. " 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, the blood union dungeon. 

 

Two shadows in the dark approached the light. 

 

Mottled light and shadow hit on the mask of Ye Chen, and it was startling. 



 

Blood has dried, but the murderer on Ye Chen is still there. 

 

It's so cold. 

 

Soon, ye Chen came out with Ye Tianzheng. 

 

His steps stopped. 

 

Raise your head. 

 

It's a black press outside. 

 

Many of the powerful men in the blood alliance are waiting early outside. 

 

Ye Chen did not have a fear, but smiled. 

 

He had long guessed that it was not so easy to leave.The disciples guarding the blood League dungeon 

are killed, and all the elders who enter the blood League dungeon fall. If the blood league can't react 

again, it will be ridiculous. 

 

In fact, we should have brought the strong men of qingxuanfeng here. We can resist at least half a 

minute. 

 

Even if there is the hand of the ancestors of qingxuanfeng, things will be much simpler. 

 

But he couldn't wait so long, and neither could his father. 

 

He looked at a big man, and his breath was terrible. 

 



The big man stood in front of all the people. 

 

If there is no wrong guess, this person should be the blood alliance leader sword blood sedimentation! 

 

They want to control the prison, and they want to control the prison. 

 

The four eyes were facing each other, and a violent spark came out of the air. 

 

Jian Xueshen looked at Ye Chen and said, "who are you? Why do you want to take ye Tianzheng away 

and why do you want to kill the gold robed elder of my blood League! You know how precious the gold 

robed elder is in my blood alliance 

 

Naturally, he did not know that ye Chen was under the mask, so he could only ask. 

 

Ye Chen sneered: "Ye Tianzheng today I want to take away, do you have any opinion?" 

 

"If there is one, I will fight my way." 

 

"If not, your blood alliance can continue to exist in the Kunlun void." 

 

Ye Chen burst out of a strong self-confidence! 

 

Fearless! 

 

As soon as this was said, the dark crowd was quiet for a few seconds. 

 

A few seconds later, it exploded! 

 

Laughter resounded! 



 

"Boy, I'm afraid you have made a mistake. The place you are stepping on is a blood alliance!" 

 

"Besides, if you are single and you have a half dead ordinary person, do you still want to go out from the 

blood League?" 

 

"Ha ha, I'm afraid he's a madman! Don't think you can control everything if you have some strength! " 

 

"Any strong man is a mole ant in front of our leader!" 

 

"Leader, if our government asks to go to war, he must be obedient to this boy!" 

 

"Lord, give me this little beast, give me five seconds, I'll break his hands and feet!" 

 

The crowd was talking. 

 

They see ye Chen's injury and his accomplishments! 

 

The breath of transcendence or entering the Holy Land! 

 

How specific, they do not know, because the evil spirit of Ye Chen has covered everything. 

 

But it will never exceed the Holy Land! 
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70% of the blood League strong enough to fight! 

 



The blood alliance leader sword blood sedimentation looked at Ye Chen and continued: "now the 

situation is very clear. It's useless for you to argue any more." 

 

"Ye Tian is the one who my blood alliance wants, and he must stay. Not only that, but also your life." 

 

"Since you don't want to see people with your mask on, I'll let my people take off your mask in person!" 

 

"Wang man! Didn't you say you could break him in five seconds? I'll give you this chance now! " 

 

The words fall, before speaking that burly strong man to stand up directly. 

 

Wang man is 2.5 meters tall, which is much higher than Yao Ming of China. A simple stop makes people 

feel oppressive and makes people feel miserable to the extreme. 

 

The key is that his realm is not weak. He enters the peak of the holy realm and strides into the holy 

realm half step. 

 

In Jian Xueshen's eyes, such strength is more than enough to deal with a wounded boy! 

 

Wang man arched his hand to the sword: "don't worry, the Lord. Some of the strong people in the early 

days of the holy kingdom can't bear my strength. What's more, this little beast may not need five 

seconds." 

 

"I'll take off his head directly. I want to see what the little beast is afraid of seeing people!" 

 

Words fall, Wang man step out, the ground shaking! 

 

Ye Chen Mou son tiny MI, only the other side's momentum, either is the body refiner, or is the existence 

of cultivation strength! 

 

If you don't fight against this kind of person, your body may turn into blood mist. 



 

Gusts of wind swept, Wang man blinked in front of Ye Chen! 

 

One punch! 

 

This blow is shocking to the world! 

 

The air seemed to be repressed! 

 

Although Wang is very big, the speed is surprisingly fast! 

 

Once hit, the consequences are unimaginable! 

 

Because ye Chen is still with his father, it is impossible to dodge! 

 

Under helpless, his Mou son a congeals, reluctantly one punch smashes out! 

 

Even in order not to let the father bear the other party's injury, the body leans forward, forcefully carries 

down! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

Two fists suddenly touch! 

 

The air waves roll, the dust rolls up, like the yellow sand all over the sky! 

 

Because ye Chen forced to bear the strength, and he was injured. In the face of this fist, the aftershocks 

were all borne by him!! 

 



The blood gas surges up, the corner of the mouth overflows a trace of bright red, is retreats five or six 

steps. 

 

He took a look at his father and let out a breath. 

 

Later, he carried Ye Tianzheng behind him. 

 

He didn't dare to put it on one side as he had just done in the dungeon. After all, there are too many 

strong blood alliance outside. If he is careless, his father will have an accident! 

 

Behind your back is the safest. 

 

However, his back is wrapped with aura, but there is no too much restraint. 

 

Ye Chen raised his head and looked at Wang man coldly! 

 

Eyes bloody, like a hell beast. 

 

"You love feeling power?" 

 

Ye Chen's words fall. 

 

Wang man saw that ye Chen was not dead, and his expression was ferocious! 

 

The leader can watch from behind. If he doesn't take this little beast, where will his face go! 

 

"Little beast, are you sure you want to carry such a burden?" 

 

"Don't blame me for killing two people with one punch!" 



 

Wang, three steps, roar! 

 

The last step, the ground cracked! 

 

Bend your knees and jump into the air! 

 

Over six or seven meters high! 

 

Then suddenly fell, such as the momentum of Mount Tai! With the power of thunderbolt, a blow from 

the sky! 

 

This is his favorite boxing skill! 

 

"Zhenshan boxing!" 

 

One blow shakes mountains and rivers! Invincible! 

 

At the moment of that blow out, everyone can hear clearly that Wang man's huge body, his muscles and 

bones are singing together, making a crackling sound! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The style of boxing was fierce, and Wang man's whole strength came out! 

 

At this moment, he is full of the breath of killing! 

 

Under that terrible momentum, the whole blood League was shaking faintly. 

 



Who dares to touch the power of the top strong! 

 

He went down the mountain like a tiger! Like a meteorite falling into the sky! 

 

Those blood alliance elders and disciples take a breath! 

 

"Wang man broke through! Even I can't stop the power of this blow 

 

"One punch didn't kill the masked boy. It seems that Wang man is serious." 

 

"In terms of power, it is almost invincible in the realm of the king!" 

 

"That boy is miserable. How can he resist a half dead man on his back? It's too late even to run! " 

 

At this moment, everyone has already confirmed the result! 

 

It must be a crush! 

 

They have even seen two people turn into blood fog on the spot.And ye Chen is dead staring at the sky 

on the collision of the figure, his mouth flashing crazy! 

 

The power of the blood dragon in the body is all gathered on the fist! 

 

Even the immortal fire in the center of eyebrows felt the breath of Ye Chen, surging to the right arm of 

Ye Chen! 

 

His right hand seemed to be in flames! 

 

"The master said that the fire that can't be extinguished has spirit, which is extremely terrible. It seems 

reasonable." 



 

At the moment Ye Chen can feel the power of the right arm is violent to almost burst and open! 

 

He no longer hesitated, with his father behind him, bent his knees, and then rushed out! 

 

"Today I'll let you feel the ancient boxing skills! Luo Sha Quan 

 

With a roar, ye Chen's burning right arm tore the hurricane and went directly to meet Wang man! 

 

The Dragon chants and swallows thousands of miles! 

 

On momentum, ye Chen at the moment is not lost! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen seems to turn into a dragon swallowing the sky and bombarding away towards 

the Zhenshan fist! 

 

With the power of immortal fire and blood dragon, this fist seems to be able to break everything! 

 

"Crash!" 

 

Fists roll up a huge wave! 

 

On the spot, the giant tiger virtual shadow condensed by Zhenshan boxing was torn! 

 

"How could it be!" 

 

Ye Chen burst out of the terrible fist and fist style, let Wang man stare big eyes, expression is ferocious 

to the extreme! 

 



For a moment, he was afraid! 

 

Fear from death! 

 

Tiger and fire dragon compared, the gap is too obvious! 

 

The stronger the virtual image giant beast is, the stronger the strength is! 

 

Feeling the powerful power of Ye chenzhan, Wang man's face was red with anger! 

 

Desperate, spit out a mouthful of blood essence, crazy to strengthen Zhenshan boxing! 

 

He will destroy the masked youth completely! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

A startling noise, two forces suddenly collide! 

 

Earth shaking and mountain shaking! Dust rises! 

 

Invisible air waves rolling, the dungeon gate directly collapsed! 

 

Not only that, those close to the strong blood League is also hard to shake out a mouthful of blood! 

 

Everyone retreated one after another. Who could have thought that the masked boy had the strength of 

an enemy! 

 

In the wind, dust is all over the sky! 

 



Wang man's arm in the dust appeared cracks, blue veins burst! 

 

In his eyes only horror! 

 

His body was twisted, and his face was very painful! 

 

Their own strength can't be defeated at all! 

 

Even small! 

 

It's like the collision between the stars and the moon! 

 

Not a level! 

 

This This boy can't even be a body builder! 
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"Crash!" Wang man's arm broke directly! Blood gradually earth! 

 

It's not over yet! 

 

Wang man's ear sounded a indifferent voice: "now, I personally send you on the road." 

 

At the next moment, ye Chen appeared in front of Wang man again. With a fist and an immortal fire, he 

broke out completely in Wang man's chest! 

 

"Puff 



 

Blood stained the sky, Wang man has no time to react, all the bones of his body are broken! 

 

Then, hit the ground heavily! 

 

"Ah 

 

The whole blood alliance is resounding through his heartrending voice! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

A deep pit was formed on the ground, and Wang man, more than two meters long, had disappeared! 

 

There is only a pool of blood left in the pit! 

 

Silence! 

 

The square of Xuemeng is quiet to the extreme. 

 

It was so quiet that everyone there felt suffocated. 

 

Until a gust of cold wind blows, the blood alliance elder and the disciples are clever, this only then 

relaxes the God. 

 

Wang man, who dominates by his strength, not only didn't win the boy in five seconds, but was crushed 

by the boy! 

 

Sleeping trough! 

 



Is this masked boy a body builder! 

 

Or the existence of the trend of temper against the heaven! 

 

When they react to come over, ye Chen is in front of the blood alliance all people face to the outside to 

walk! 

 

There was no time to stop! 

 

The cold wind is dancing. Go! 

 

There is no one to stop! 

 

The power of that blow made hundreds of people submit! 

 

Naturally, Jian Xueshen couldn't let Ye Chen leave. He snorted coldly: "are you blind? If this son goes out 

of the blood League, you'll all do it at your own expense!" 

 

As soon as this saying goes out, everyone's face changes greatly. Next second, countless weapons point 

to Ye Chen! 

 

Everyone surging, killing machine, casting, surround Ye Chen! 

 

Circle after circle! 

 

One man is in charge, ten thousand men are not allowed to open! 

 

Endless pressure falls from the sky, which is the power of hundreds of top powerful members of blood 

League! 

 



Most people will die under this pressure! 

 

And ye Chen's feet are also trapped in the land, unable to move a step. 

 

"Do it!" 

 

A blood League elder said. 

 

Then, countless figures swept towards Ye Chen, and the sword shadow all over the sky tore everything! 

 

Even some of the sword's shadow still goes towards Ye Tianzheng! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flash a trace of killing! 

 

This life talisman, the power of the blood dragon, and even the immortal fire are all gathered in the 

body! 

 

At the same time, cut the dragon and ask the sky sword to hold in the palm! 

 

Sword dancing, carrying a raging flame and lightning raging away! 

 

The power of this sword is like a mountain falling apart! In the roar, the bone fracture sound is clearly 

heard. 

 

How can ordinary people stop such a confluence of forces! 

 

Ye Chen rushed into the crowd with his father. 

 

One sword, two swords, and even ye Chen didn't know how to chop out several swords. 



 

In order not to let his father hurt, he shouldered many injuries. 

 

His Versace casual clothes have been cracked, and even blood has been oozing. 

 

And those blood alliance and elders are even worse! 

 

One by one, the whole blood League square is reduced to a blood river! 

 

The blood dragon in Ye Chen's body is more and more huge! 

 

This is its best nutrient. 

 

At this time, the sword blood that had not been started could not be seen any more! 

 

Figure as fast as lightning, blink of an eye is to come to the back of Ye Chen! 

 

One hand to Ye Tianzheng! 

 

He firmly believes that ye Chen will choose to bear by himself! 

 

Sure enough, when ye Chen felt that his father was in danger, he even suddenly turned over! 

 

His chest bear the bloody palm of the sword! 

 

"Bang!" 

 

His body flew out on the spot like a broken kite! 

 



It is hard to hit a weeping willow tree. 

 

A mouthful of blood directly spit out. 

 

The true Qi of Dantian is almost exhausted! 

 

In the end, he is still a human being. Facing so many strong men, he was injured. It is a miracle that he 

can hold on to now. 

 

The group of blood alliance elders and disciples quickly exclaimed, "it is worthy of being the leader of 

the alliance. One palm is enough to suppress this masked boy!" 

 

Jian Xueshen carried his hands behind him: "don't talk nonsense, just take off the mask of this little 

beast! 

 

I'd like to see who the little beast under the mask is! " 

 

Hearing the command of sword bloodbath, a group of elders went to Ye Chen in an instant. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen put Ye Tianzheng on the ground, and then stood up and thrust the sword into 

his father's face! 

 

"Hold him for me!" 

 

Chopping the Dragon asked the sky sword, the sword chanted, as if agreed to Ye Chen.Ye Chen breathed 

out a breath and looked at the several people who had been plundered. The ferocious smile of the 

corners of his mouth seemed to have settled himself. 

 

"Don't you want to know my identity? I'll tell you today." 

 



Language down, ye Chen did not take off the mask, instead, put out his hand, five fingers a grip, a 

weeping willow is falling in his palm. 

 

Weeping willows as swords? 

 

This What kind of lunatic is this? Do you really think this weeping willow can shake the blood alliance? 

 

Suddenly, someone found something! 

 

The shadow of Ye Chen and the action of holding the weeping willow! 

 

Plus the sword of chopping dragon and asking heaven! 

 

It is very similar to the sword drawing from Zuixian building! 

 

"Ye Shitian, he is ye Shitian!" 

 

The man exclaimed! 

 

Hearing this sentence, the elders who originally intended to go to Ye Chen stopped and did not dare to 

move forward! 

 

Ye Shitian's fear has always dominated them! 

 

The blood sedimentation of sword is also the most gloomy eyes. 

 

Although he didn't know why ye Shitian's strength had dropped so much, he was afraid that he would 

change later. He even said: "all the blood League disciples and elders listen to the order and do 

whatever they can to win this ye Chen!" 

 



In the next second, countless violent swords turn into sword sea and go towards Ye Chen! 

 

Originally, they did not intend to break out with all their strength, but ye Shitian did not dare to hide 

their strength! 

 

Otherwise they will die! 

 

Look at the endless sword! 

 

This blow is enough to destroy any one of the powerful kings, let alone Ye Chen. 

 

However, ye Chen was not flustered at all, and said faintly, "the last thing you should do is to use a 

sword!" 

 

The next second, the weeping willow in Ye Chen's hand swings out a sword formula directly! 

 

This sword formula can make all swordsmen obey! 

 

What is the sword sea! 

 

Ye Chen step out, breath suddenly release! 

 

Weeping willow swing, invisible pressure release! 

 

Suddenly, all of a sudden, it seems that the sword idea completely out of control! 

 

A breath of ancient times envelops the whole blood alliance. Under the fierce collision, the overflowing 

sword Qi will turn into hell on earth in an instant. 

 



The sword spirit is flying, and the sword meaning that originally came to Ye Chen and ye Tian falls to the 

ground on the spot. 

 

Lost all Aura! 

 

Turn into scrap iron! 

 

"Get the hell out of here!" 

 

Ye Chen a roar, sword Jue momentum suddenly burst out! 

 

The countless swords that fell on the ground suddenly took off and even turned over! 

 

At this moment, for those spirit swords, ye Chen is respected! 

 

The long river is broken. 

 

The wind roars! Everything is sweeping! 

 

There are so many people! Only silence! 

 

All the elders and disciples of the blood league are crazy! Sword sea swallows, dead dead dead, injured 

wound! 

 

Who would have thought that a weeping willow could burst out this power! 

 

How the hell are you doing this! 


